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1: Trevor Bayne faces uncertain future as he looks for a ride â€“ NASCAR Talk
- President assures sugar workers in wide-ranging address to Parliament ASSURING Guyanese that the government
recognises the importance of the sugar industry, President David Granger said his administration will not abandon the
workers.

Now the question is who still needs it. Apparently ASML no longer needs outside help. In short, EUV
revenues are growing. That success follows a long, twisty, and painfully slow development path. EUV is a
marvel of engineering and scientific achievement that has been under development for decades. It was first
expected to be used somewhere around 45nm there was even talk of rolling it out at 65nm , which would have
sidestepped the need for both immersion lithography and multi-patterning. But just as it appeared that the
technology was making real progressâ€”and as multi-patterning was becoming really difficult for Metal 0 and
Metal 1â€”ASML began struggling. In simple terms, it was a bailout, and those investors have been reducing
their stakes as the technology has progressed. Now, after literally decades of development, EUV is finally real.
There are still some pieces missing, such as a pellicle, and the power supply still needs improvements, but the
technology works well enough that Samsung is using it commercially today at 7nm, and TSMC announced
that it has taped out its first design using EUV in risk production. Intel remains silent, having delayed its 10nm
chips until next year. For most chipmakers, there is better return on architectural and micro-architectural
changes than from shrinking feature sizes. Below 5nm, the real value in feature shrinks is the lower voltage,
not performance increases. Still, the market for smartphones is flattening. For the chip industry, this translates
into enormous opportunity in building the infrastructure to connect all of those things and manage the data
generated by tens of billions of sensors. Only a fraction of that business will be tied to the latest process node.
In fact, a lot of it will happen at older nodes using mm wafers. That leaves continued investment in
lithography and very expensive manufacturing process technology with increasingly uncertain future demand.
This is a very high-stakes game being played by a shrinking number of companies, and the ante continues to
rise. That could change if prices for developing chips at advanced processes drops enough.
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2: Grandview faces uncertain future | www.enganchecubano.com
Mark G. Schroeder Sometimes you know exactly what's coming. In October, the morning frost on the grass, the leaves
turning from green to gold and red and then beginning to fall, the squirrels gathering and hiding acorns, geese in
V-shaped forma.

Coal workers and communities in the United States overwhelmingly supported the rise of Donald Trump
because he promised to bring back coal jobs, while Clinton had pledged new jobs and new economic
investments in coal communities using clean energy. Four key coal-producing states â€” Wyoming, West
Virginia, Kentucky and Pennsylvania â€” collectively produce more than two-thirds of U. In , Trump received
more than 30 per cent more votes than Clinton in three of those states. He also won the fourth, Pennsylvania,
just not by as much. Once he became president, Trump pledged to pull out of the Paris climate agreement and
his government launched a slew of anti-climate and pro-fossil-fuel policies. In the recent U. Despite politically
powerful coal communities helping elect a president who vowed to guarantee their continued prosperity, their
future remains more uncertain than ever. The political power of coal communities The configuration and
structure of the coal industry reveals why coal communities remain strong politically. Our calculations show
that approximately , people work directly in the coal industry in the U. This number may seem small in a
country like the United States, but these , jobs and revenue from coal operations support an even larger
number of people. This includes, for example, workers in manufacturing industries that supply equipment and
provide transportation services to coal operators. But that is just the coal industry. Hundreds of thousands of
people work in local retail industries in coal towns such as in coffee shops, grocery stores and bars. There are
several other pension funds in the U. When we add up all these direct, indirect and induced jobs, and
pensioners and all their families , suddenly the coal community looks big. And they all are tied together by a
single thread â€” the survival of coal. For several generations, the coal industry is what they know, and
whatever they have is because of this industry. In coal towns, coal is considered an iconic industry that built
the United States as we know it today. Despite their political power, the U. It has seen an unprecedented
decline in both coal production and coal-based power generation in the last few years. A core issue is that coal
is unable to compete with cheap natural gas and the rise of renewables is not helping either. In , even with
Trump almost half way through his presidency, the U. Energy Information Administration predicts that in , the
share of electricity production using natural gas will increase to 35 per cent from 32 per cent last year and
coal-based power will decline from 30 per cent to 28 per cent. Coal and natural gas compete tooth and nail in
the electricity sector. In this November photo, a haul truck carries coal from the Spring Creek strip mine near
Decker, Mont. This will likely squeeze U. Europe imports a large portion of American coal and will now face
increased pressure from environmental groups and political parties to stop burning coal. Domestic and foreign
action on climate change will mean further declines in both coal mining and coal power plant jobs and the
associated jobs and pensions. The coal communities are caught between maintaining the status quo or making
a hard shift to a different future. That kind of shift has not always been good for workers. One only has to look
at the decline of the coal industry in the United Kingdom or of steel in the U. Midwest to see what can happen.
In the last presidential election and the recent midterm elections, coal country tilted heavily towards a promise
of the status quo. In future elections, a promise of a just transition for workers and their communities may hold
more sway. That will probably only happen if politicians and those seeking to hasten that transition actively
engage with coal communities.
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3: A year on, Brian Bowen facing no college, no NBA and uncertain future
"Sugar workers have not been abandoned to an uncertain future. The divestment of some of the sugar estates, which is
expected to occur as early as the first half of , will see some displaced.

Seven of the top finishers qualified among the top Eight of them finished among the top 10 in both stages and
only one â€” Ryan Newman in 10th â€” failed to finish that well at the two breaks. The top-three finishers all
led significant portions of the race with Martin Truex Jr. Qualifying will also be important, but there is no
reason to automatically discount a driver who starts outside the top Last year, Chase Elliott advance to fifth
from 18th on the grid while Joey Logano finished sixth after starting 19th. Kevin Harvick three-year average:
Since the track went to its current configuration in , Harvick has missed the top 10 only once In the 10 races
since then, he has seven top fives, including the last four. He won the championship on the strength of his
victory and is one of the best bets to do so again. Their three-year average at Homestead are identical. Unless
something happens to slow one of them down, the race and championship will come down to these two. Kyle
Larson three-year average: He enters with three consecutive top fives including a second in and a third last
year. Joey Logano three-year average: He has not been nearly as dominant on 1. Matt Kenseth three-year
average: His most recent runs on a given track were with Joe Gibbs Racing and the No. Now that he knows
how to get to the top 10, his Miami record of five consecutive results of eighth or better is suddenly
meaningful. Rotoworld Fantasy Power Rankings 6. Chase Elliott three-year average: Elliott has been
eliminated in the Round of 8 in the past two seasons. Elliott knows he has been one of the strongest
performers during the playoffs and if not for the poor start that Chevrolet endured at the beginning of the
season, he might be one of the challengers if he had started winning earlier in the year. Denny Hamlin
three-year average: He has not earned a top five there since , but that year he won his second race on this
track. His first came in , so there is still some hope that he will keep his streak of winning every year since he
was a rookie in alive. Jamie McMurray three-year average: He has not announced his plans for , but he knows
he will not be with Chip Ganassi Racing next year and with most of the major rides spoken for, he may not
have another opportunity to win. Two of his last four attempts on this track ended in fifth-place finishes. The
other two were a pair of 13ths. Austin Dillon three-year average: His 10th at Texas and eighth at Phoenix is
the first time this year that he has earned back-to-back top 10s. At Miami, he has a current streak of three top
15s without a top With a little luck and some track position, he could close out the year with three consecutive
strong runs. Jimmie Johnson three-year average: If Johnson can sniff the lead, he is going to do everything he
can to get to the checkers first. That was his only top 10 in the past four seasons, which suggests he has his
work cut out for him this week if he wants to beat Harvick and Busch. Bonus Picks Pole Winner: Hamlin has
won two of the last three poles at Miami. He will not be front-of-mind for most fantasy players this week and
that could be a blessing in disguise. While most of the competition makes a safe pick like Harvick, Kyle
Busch or Truex, someone willing to take a little risk could reap a huge benefit. Last year, the top-four finishers
each swept the top five at the end of the stages. Meanwhile, there were only two drivers who earned stage
points before falling out of the top 10 at the checkers Clint Bowyer was 10th in Stage 1 before finishing 12th;
Kurt Busch was seventh in Stage 1 and sixth in Stage 2 before losing two laps in the final segment and
finishing 22nd.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

In the wake of its closure, hundreds of food and beverage businesses have been left without production and
storage facilities or distribution to retail outlets. A statement on Pilotworks website read: We realize the shock
of this news and the disruption it causes for the independent food community we were so honored to serve.
We wish there was another option to continue operating. Sadly, there was not. Brands, employees and retail
partners were informed of the closure through emails sent over the course of Saturday, with, in some cases,
less than an hour to vacate the premises â€” despite membership agreements with brands noting a day period
for the termination of any contracts. The company told employees and producers that the closure was due to an
inability to close a second round of funding. Originally founded as Brooklyn Foodworks, the company was
acquired from its previous owners, DinnerLab, when that company went bankrupt in The company was
subsequently rebranded as Foodworks by new co-founders Nick Devane and Mike Dee, with plans of
expanding across the country in early At the time, Dee and Devane had no previous experience running a
food business. Originally the two came to the concept while founding Homemade, an app that allowed home
cooks to sell their food. The pair saw their users struggle with the operations side of owning a food business,
and thought Foodworks could provide a solution. Initially, response was positive. Ware also had a varied
background, having worked in venture capital, real estate development, ecommerce, coworking and
transportation. At the time, Pilotworks presented Ware with a difficult choice, according to his personal
website. If I had chosen the sensible path I would have later regretted it. Anjali Bhargava, founder of Bija
Bhar drink powders, had been with Pilotworks since she signed her first lease in late She told NOSH that the
model shifted from helping members to being more of a real estate play. A former employee of the company
told NOSH that within the past month employees were told that although the Series B round was going slower
then expected, they should remain optimistic as it was expected to close by the end of October. She also
manages the Network for Incubator and Commissary Kitchens, which recently held a conference of 80
kitchens from over 20 states. At this conference, Colpaart was struck by how much the business varies from
state to state. Because New York is a really unique city. In addition, turnover may have become an issue. For
many food and beverage producers, shared kitchen space is a means to launch and grow before moving to a
new facility or co-packer. So a lot of facilities have to think about how to graduate their clients out, but also
how to fill that pipeline. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday to pick up their products, ingredients and
property. Even now though, employees who are no longer employed by Pilotworks told NOSH they were
helping the former members with this process in hopes of making things easier. Some members have
suggested the company try to offer equipment to members to purchase before looking elsewhere. They owe us
some money. They own a ton of people money. Coworking space Hot Bread Kitchen in New York set up an
emergency Google Docs form as well as a hotline to take calls and questions or help match founders to new
kitchens. One longer range issue will be the licensing challenge producers will face. Colpaart told NOSH that
although Pilotworks was licensed by the Health Department, each producer also had to obtain a license tied to
the location where they produce. Moving locations requires a new license, she added. Wachtel was one of
around 30 people who met on Saturday morning to begin formulating a collective response, including possible
legal action. She also helped launch SupportIndependentFood. But because as a group we are motivated right
now and putting together sustainable, sensible ways to move forward, I actually think that while this is
horrible now, in the longer term, it probably will make us stronger as a community. He said that the impact of
losing a hub for the local food community and a lab space for new innovation could be lasting. Above all else,
what most makers and employees told NOSH they will miss â€” and what cannot be replaced â€” is the
camaraderie. These people watch our kids when we go out, I watch their kids when they are in the kitchen. We
go out for drinks together.
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5: Anton Forsberg on uncertain future with Blackhawks as Corey Crawford nears return
That leaves continued investment in lithography and very expensive manufacturing process technology with increasingly
uncertain future demand. This is a very high-stakes game being played by a shrinking number of companies, and the
ante continues to rise.

Louis Blues at the United Center on Thursday: A weight has been lifted off their shoulders after going winless
in their previous eight games But it was an extra special night for the Blackhawks, who helped Colliton earn
his first victory as an NHL head coach and celebrated by giving him the game puck. Corey Crawford puts up a
goose egg Going into the game, Crawford had a 3. By stopping all 28 shots he faced, Crawford earned his first
shutout since Nov. But I thought everyone contributed to that. Power play breaks through Finally. It was the
only goal of the game, proving to be the game-winner. The Blackhawks finished 1-for-2 in that department
against a Blues team that came into the game with a The boys are all fired up. The way we played going into
the second period, being able to score a goal, hold onto the lead I think the way everybody played. Everybody
stuck with it. Everybody stuck with the game plan. It took all 20 guys out there tonight to get the job done.
Playing the right way leads to results For six periods in a row, the Blackhawks have been either the better
team or it was evenly matched. Giving up two power-play goals in 66 seconds to the Carolina Hurricanes on
Monday was basically the difference in that game and special teams played a major role in this one as well.
Colliton felt like the Blackhawks were, overall, trending in the right direction despite not getting the end
results over the previous three games. He got both against the Blues, which was fitting considering the losing
streak started vs. Very happy for the group, they battled really hard, especially in the third when the game was
on the line. We found a way to get some pucks out and win some s and got a couple saves and hopefully that
relieves a little bit of the tension in the team and they can play a little more free. This team needs some
positive reinforcement with points. You need to play really, really well. Once we break through, that tide will
turn and we can go on a run. We want to commit to his system and buy into his play. I think everyone has that
hunger and compete level every day, trying to get back on the winning side of things. It starts with winning
one game, and as long as the Blackhawks continue to have the right mindset, it will get turned around sooner
than later. We will get it going here.
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6: No uncertain future - Guyana Chronicle
In any profession, it's hard not to think about your future when there's uncertainty regarding your position. But Forsberg
is trying to block all that out, no matter how difficult it may be. "Sometimes it is, but at the same time it's the life of
hockey," he said.

I hear this all the time from my clients, friends, and truth be told, from the voice inside my own head.
Certainty is almost always preferable to uncertainty. Humans like to know. I wanted to know when our house
was on the market last year. When would it sell? How much would we get? Should we start packing up closets
now, or wait until the offers start rolling in? I found it difficult to be in the moment with all of that uncertainty
swirling around. Similarly, I really wanted to know when I was forming my business a few years ago. Rather
than revel in the excitement of the unknown, I wanted certainty. I wanted to know what it would look like in
one year and in ten years. Where would my clients come from? What would my days feel like? I wanted to
know exactly how everything would fall into place. The thrill of anticipation? I would have taken certainty
any day of the week. Most of us, it seems, want to know. Here are four steps we can take to make uncertainty
bearable. When uncertainty strikes, our mind goes to work trying to predict how things will turn out. We
choose from the options that are apparent to usâ€”the ones we can see in the moment. But those options are
never the whole story. In the middle of uncertainty around my new business, I could only see a couple very
limited possibilities. I could fail miserably. That possibility was clear. Or I could squeak by. Those were about
the only options I could even fathom. Although something in me knew that there were many, many more
possibilities, I continually came up blank. In the middle of uncertainty-induced anxiety, our vision narrows,
literally and metaphorically. Flight or fight takes over and our vision literally focuses sharply while our brain
diverts resources to survival, leaving no energy for creative problem-solving. Fight the urge to concretize. Let
your thoughts be fluid. Allow them to float in and out of your mind rather than making them rigid or fixed.
They become unyielding, even when they are so often fear-based and not true. Rather than turning your frantic
thoughts into concrete, allow them to float by as if on water. Encourage mental movement so that better
thoughts can eventually float in. Soften them, take the edge off, and lean into uncertainty. No one is
suggesting you dive in head first and savor every second of it. Look back at everything that has turned out
okay. Remember all the uncertainty in your past and how it always worked itself out. Certainty is an illusion.
Try to remember a few times when you felt completely lost and uncertain only to experience an amazing
outcome. I remembered when I was trying to get pregnant. My husband and I tried for a year and a half before
we finally saw a positive test result. And now, watching my two year old run around and looking back on
those 18 months that felt like torture at the time, I see so clearly that everything turned out exactly the way it
was always meant to. The timing was perfect. You have these experiences too. I know you do. There are
moments of uncertainty in life. There always have been and there always will be. But first things, first.
7: 4 Tips to Feel Less Stressed About the Uncertain Future
An uncertain future. 1 / 7. Back to Gallery This past August, Midland's Rylie Johnstone arrived on the campus of the
University of Illinois-Chicago prepared to begin her career as a collegiate.

8: Semiconductor Engineering EUVâ€™s Uncertain Future
A year on, Brian Bowen facing no college, no NBA and uncertain future Outside The Box. A year on, Brian Bowen facing
no college, no NBA and uncertain future.

9: Uncertain Future - Wikipedia
Uncertain Future is the debut album by American thrash metal band Forced www.enganchecubano.com was released
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